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Anne-Lise Avril

Like two converging rivers giving birth to a larger 
stream, a confluence is the meeting and 
merging of two lives, of two people getting attached 
and eventually falling in love. Carried
by an exceptionally poetic style, this first novel is at 
the same time an ode to nature and a call 
for its preservation.

CONFLUENCES

nne-Lise Avril is 29 years old. Her first 
novel, Confluences, is inspired by her 
insatiable interest for environmental 
matters.

A
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CONFLUENCES

Liouba is a freelance journalist 
specializing in climate change which she 
tracks around the globe, breaking stories 
from New Guinea to Russia. Imbedded with 
a Bedouin tribe in Jordan trying to replant 
a forest in the desert, she meets Talal, a 
photojournalist and an expert on displaced 
people all over the world. A friendship 
blossoms that turns eventually into 
attraction. Year after year, fate brings them 
together again only to separate them 
anew.  

All along the story, their journeys lead 
them through warzones, theatres of 
inhumanity and barbarism, as well as to 
chance encounters with exceptional human 
beings fighting for the preservation of our 
planet. Will Liouba and Tabal eventually 
settle in the same place and build a future 
together?

Written in an elegiac tone, Anne-Lise 
Avril’s grave and melancholic debut revolves 
around the impossible love between two 
beings alternatively separated, torn apart 
and reunited by the great issues of our 
time.  

A praise for deceleration and 
mindfulness, this first novel elevates nature 
and its landscapes to main characters of the 
story and highlights the fragility and 
preciousness of our ecosystem. Blending 
true stories of struggle, resilience, hope and 
perseverance, Confluences reminds us of the 
important struggles of our generation for 
the generations to come.

SYNOPSIS
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Azouz Begag

Returning to their native Algeria, two brothers 
rediscover their ancestral home in a country 
undergoing a major democratic revolution. 
An incarnated journey of initiation, full of tears and 
laughter. 

THE TREE 
OR THE HOUSE

zouz Begag discovered the world of 
books during his childhood in a slum 
of Lyon. Since then, he is inhabited by 
the passion for storytelling. 

A
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THE TREE 
OR THE HOUSE

After years of absence and the death of 
their mother, two brothers, Azouz the 
writer and Samy the arboriculturist, both 
living in Lyon and of French as well as of 
Algerian nationality, return to Sétif in 
Algeria wanting to flower their parents’ 
grave and to check on their ancestral home. 
While Samy is reluctant to set foot in a town 
he no longer has any ties to, Azouz is 
impatient to witness the democratic 
revolution that the country is undergoing. 
But above all, he hopes to reunite with 
Ryme, the woman he has loved forever and 
who is the umbilical cord linking him to the 
earth of his ancestors. But when they arrive 
in Sétif, the once familiar is now as strange 
to them as they are to the local people, who 
only see them as binationals, as “bis”. As for 
Ryme, love for freedom has given her the 
same wings it has given to all Algerians. 
Will she have waited for Azouz? Only the 
beautiful tree planted in front of the house 
by their father 50 years ago is still in the 
same place. But its roots have grown so 
large and deep that they are menacing its 
very foundation. The two brothers have to 
face a dilemma: keep the tree or keep the 
house. 

In this novel deeply infused with 
tenderness and humanity as well as with an 
irresistible sense of humor, Azouz Begag 
confronts the nostalgia of childhood with 
the reality of a country in turmoil resolutely 
turned towards the future.

SYNOPSIS
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Boris Le Roy

When one woman hides a multitude of others...
With this literary fantasy, Boris Le Roy highlights the 
undoing of masculinity due to the transmutations of 
our society as well as its attitude towards gender. 
At the same time, he advocates for an incessant 
reinvention of the self throughout our relationships 
with our significant others.

THE MORPHING 
WOMAN

oris Le Roy is 49 years old. The 
writer, playwright and scriptwriter 
has already published three novels 
with Actes Sud (Au moindre geste, 
2012, Du Sexe, 2014, L’Education 
occidentale, 2019).

B
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THE MORPHING 
WOMAN

One fine morning, Nathan wakes up 
next to a woman who, with the words of 
French poet Paul Verlaine, “is not quite the 
same, yet is not quite another” – in any case, 
not exactly his woman, Anne, next to whom 
he fell asleep the night before. Could it be a 
hallucination? Or is it just the natural result 
of all the slight alterations which the human 
body undergoes throughout time? In Anne’s 
case though, alteration does not denote 
degradation, on the contrary: all parts of 
her body are now more defined, the lines of 
her face have smoothened, her mouth is 
fuller, her body more muscular… So why 
complain?

Things fall apart when Nathan 
discovers that Ann, by losing the last vowel 
of her given name, has also changed 
regarding her social status: she is now his 
boss. As a result, poor Nathan is driven to 
seek counseling, even more so when Ann 
undergoes a further series of 
metamorphoses throughout the story. Being 
successively Nina, Haïna, Anna, Han and 
Hannah, she eventually develops split 
personalities, thus casting fundamental 
doubts on all preconceptions about the 
limitations of gender and individuality.

Oscillating between psychoanalytic 
comedy, surrealistic fable and philosophic 
digression, the novel alternatively conjures 
the universes of Ovid, Kafka, Freud and 
Woody Allen. Unclassifiable and highly 
enjoyable, it even blends quantum physics 
with the transfiguration of the Christ in an 
immensely pleasurable experience for the 
reader.

SYNOPSIS
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Pauline Gonthier

Fifty years apart, the destinies of two women 
intertwine: one leads the struggle for the right to 
abortion in the 1970s, the other, neither political nor 
militant, discovers her homosexuality and questions 
the prospect of motherhood. A resolutely feminist 
literary debut about “women’s bellies”.

THE UNTAMED 
SHE-BIRDS

auline Gonthier was born in 1990 
and grew up in Chambéry. She 
now lives in Paris where she works 
as an economist for the French 
administration. The untamed She-
birds is her first novel.

P
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In 1970 Madeleine leaves her 
catholic and bourgeois family to study 
literature at the Sorbonne. Her 
encounter with Catherine, a Maoist 
student, is about to derail her existence. 
Taking part in reunions exclusively 
attended by women, Madeleine 
discovers the struggle for gender 
equality and eventually joins the ranks 
of the newly founded Women’s 
liberation movement (MLF). As soon as 
she takes actively part in the struggle 
for the right to abortion, she decides to 
switch majors in order to become a 
midwife. At the same time, she is 
conflicted about her newly discovered 
attraction towards her sister in 
feminism, Jeanne. Will her political 
emancipation be completed by this 
intimate emancipation?

SYNOPSIS

In 2017 Mathilde lives with her boyfriend Aurélien when she encounters Alix, a 
young woman with a strong personality who confounds her from the very first 
moment. Neither political nor militant, Mathilde begins to understand through her 
relationship with Alix that all the feminist struggles are far from being won. She falls 
for Alix, experiments with newly emerging desires and finds a new harmony in the 
arms of her lover. But Alix soon puts her to the test, the test of motherhood. Terrified 
by the prospect of this huge responsibility as well as by the perspective of a medical 
assisted procreation, Mathilde will have to make a life-altering choice.  

With this first exciting and meticulously researched novel, Pauline Gonthier paints 
the thrilling as well as moving portraits of two women at the intersection of politics 
and personal life. The first fights for the right to not become a mother, the second 
struggles with the hurdles put in the way of homosexual couples wanting to be 
parents. Beyond the depiction of women’s long march toward equality, The untamed 
She-birds describes the blossoming of two beautiful feminine characters connected 
by a bond that is only revealed at the very end. 

THE UNTAMED 
SHE-BIRDS
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Françoise d’Eaubonne

“The destiny of all revolutions is tied to the destiny of 
women!”
Reprint of the first theoretical text by Françoise 
d’Eaubonne, the intellectual activist who coined the 
concept of eco-feminism and whose iconoclastic 
thought still arouses a lot of new interest in 2021.

The Diana Complex is the first publication in the new imprint 
Collection permanente, which will be presenting works of 
different genres and eras that all have the power to resonate 
even today and with a renewed force. From novels to essays and 
works of poetry, all these different publications will highlight 
the heritage of Éditions Julliard and the authors who built the 
reputation of this publishing house.  
Their common aim: to resonnate today with a new force.

THE DIANA COMPLEX

rançoise d’Eaubonne was born in 1920 
and died in 2005. This successful, 
prolific poet and novelist, was a self-
taught intellectual. In addition to being 
a resistant, a feminist and an anti-
colonialist, she was also one of the first 
champions of homosexual rights, and 
advocated for the abolition of the death 
penalty and for environmental rights. 
In 1971, she was the co-founder of the 
Women’s liberation movement (MLF) as 
well as of the Homosexual revolutionary 
action Front, an independent movement 
born in Paris. She also coined the 
concept of “eco-feminism”. Unjustly 
forgotten, her works are now exhumed 
by a new generation of feminists. The 
Diana Complex is her first theoretical 
work and was published by Julliard in 
1951.

F
Preface by Elise Thiébaut

AUTUMN 2021
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SYNOPSIS
Upon the publication of the feminist 

manifesto Le Deuxième Sexe in 1949, 
Françoise d’Eaubonne writes to the author 
Simone de Beauvoir: “You are a genius, 
you have avenged us all!” Nevertheless, the 
essay is far from being unanimously 
welcomed by the public. Its detractors are 
legion and they are virulent, like French 
author François Mauriac, who sees in this 
book “a danger for the individual, the 
nation and literature itself”. At that time, 
Françoise Eaubonne is a young novelist of 
thirty-one. It is in response to these 
masculine and conservative critics that she 
starts writing a theoretical essay in the first 
place. Determined to defend Le Deuxième 
Sexe, her goal is also to merge the class 
struggle with the feminist movement as 
well as to address the sexist prejudices 
which are still rampant in psychoanalytic 
and communist theories.  Convinced that 
Marx had not gone far enough in his 
conception of the proletarian revolution, 

she criticizes him for not questioning the structures of family itself, an obvious source of 
inequality between women and men. As for Freud, she challenges the notion of “Penis envy”, 
which society likes to attribute to liberated women, thus showing that their refusal to submit 
to their destiny (marriage, motherhood) is not in the slightest pathological, but derives, on 
the contrary, from the legitimate aspiration for a self-determined existence. She also 
vehemently denounces the supposed masochism of women, largely sustained by the acolytes 
of the psychoanalytic movement, which is used to explain the subjugation of women and the 
notion of their inferiority. Drawing from the mythological figure of Diana, Greek goddess of 
the hunt, she shows that feminine nature is a social construct used to justify male domination 
and to legitimate the necessity of an eternal patriarchy. In search of an alternative social 
model, Françoise d’Eaubonne looks to matriarchal archaic societies, and shows a remarkably 
modern streak when she addresses the concept of feminine Eros, absent in the iconic work of 
Simone de Beauvoir. The conclusions of her essay highlight the thought of an original 
bisexuality of all beings and announce her future struggles for the environment, feminism 
and civil rights.

THE DIANA COMPLEX
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Sagan
Françoise

Bonjour tristesse

roman

Julliard
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e«Sur ce sentiment inconnu dont l’ennui, la douceur

m’obsèdent, j’hésite à apposer le nom, le beau nom
grave de tristesse. C’est un sentiment si complet,
si égoïste que j’en ai presque honte alors que la
tristesse m’a toujours paru honorable. Je ne la
connaissais pas, elle, mais l’ennui, le regret, plus
rarement le remords. Aujourd’hui, quelque chose se
replie sur moi comme une soie, énervante et douce,
et me sépare des autres. »

En 1954, à la sortie de son premier roman, Bonjour
tristesse, on entendait pour la première fois la voix
sèche et rapide d’un «charmant petit monstre» de
dix-huit ans, qui allait faire scandale et devenir très
vite l’un des monstres sacrés de la littérature française.
Françoise Sagan a publié de son vivant une quaran-
taine de textes, romans, pièces de théâtre, nouvelles et
scénarios. Elle est morttrte en 2004, à l’âge de soixante-
neuf ans.

-:HSMCQA=UV\Y][:
17€ TTC FRANCE 2008– III
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Françoise Sagan

A revered master of literary style, Françoise Sagan 
excelled in the art of the catchy phrase. In this selection 
of elegant as well as timeless quotations, her modern 
and exceptionally free spirited personality shines 
through in every word.

COLLECTED APHORISMS 
AND THOUGHTS

n her usual humorous manner, 
Françoise Sagan wrote her own 
eulogy: "Entered the scene in 1954 
with a small novel, Bonjour Tristesse, 
which caused a worldwide scandal. 
Her demise, after a life and a body 
of works which are equally pleasant 
and botched, was only a scandal to 
herself." She died in 2004, at the age 
of sixty-nine.

I

AUTUMN 2021
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According to the classical 
definition, an aphorism is a sentence 
of only a few words resuming the 
essence of a theory, a principal, a set 
of values or a thought. For a writer, 
an aphorism is essentially a literary 
device. Perusing the works of 
Françoise Sagan, one cannot help but 
being surprised as well as being 
enchanted by the sheer number of 
these little sentences. Whether it is 
one of her novels, one of her plays or 
one of her short stories, these little 
aphorisms, inadvertently blossoming 
at thecorner of a paragraph, are most 
certainly the reason for the immense 
pleasure we take in reading this 
unparalleled master of literary style. 
Did the author voluntarily display 
her talent in these impeccably 
chiseled formulas? Or are these 
aphorisms simply the expression of 
her innately brilliant way of 
thinking? Denis Westhoff, Françoise 
Sagan’s son, has gathered more than 
230 quotations on essential themes 
such as love, money, games, glory, 
happiness and death. All these 
witticisms, all these sometimes 
funny, sometimes shrewd, but always 
pertinent observations, show that 
this hugely gifted writer was so 
much more than just a thinker, but 
an exceptionally modern and 
independent woman.  

SYNOPSIS

COLLECTED APHORISMS 
AND THOUGHTS
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Philippe Besson

During their journey on board a night train, a dozen 
passengers that would never have met 
under normal circumstances get acquainted, 
unsuspecting that some of them will never make 
it to their destination. 

PARIS-BRIANÇON

ne of France’s foremost authors, 
Philippe Besson has already 
published more than 20 
novels at Éditions Julliard. His first 
novel, En l’Absence des Hommes [In 
the Absence of 
Men], was awarded the prestigious 
Prix Emmanuel-Roblès, his second, 
Son Frère [His 
Brother], was brought to the big 
screen by famous filmmaker and 
stage director Patrice 
Chéreau. Amongst his other 
successful novels, the most 
important are L’Arrière-saison, La 
Maison atlantique, Un Personnage de 
Roman, Arrête avec tes Mensonges, 
which is currently 
being adapted for the big screen, 
and Le dernier Enfant.

O

RENTRÉE 2022
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When they board the intercity nr. 
5789, one of the few night trains 
with sleeping compartments left, 
nothing connects the passengers that 
travel to the French Alps. Due to the 
temporary confinement of the train 
tracing through silent, sleeping 
territories, a dozen of them start 
bonding, letting intimacy and 
confidence build between them 
through the exchanging of words 
and secrets. By and by, behind the 
scenes, they reveal themselves, some 
to be vulnerable beings, victims 
even, of the ordinary evils or of the 
violence of our time, and all to be 
travelers trying to escape from their 
solitude, their routines and their lies. 
Little do they know, though, that in 
the early morning hours some of 
them will be dead. But what really 
matters are the things that they will 
have told each other during that 
night.

Ever the skillful explorer of the 
human psyche, Philippe Besson 
creates a suspenseful, artfully paced 
drama. A metaphor for the transient 
nature of life with its ever 
unexpected endings, this novel about 
destiny reminds us that nobody is 
master of one’s own fate. And even if 
the outcome is always tragic, it is the 
journey itself that matters, that 
weaves together the threads of our 
existence. Through the delicacy and 
the pertinence of its observations, 

Paris-Briançon celebrates life, the 
miracle of chance encounters and 
the grace of these magical moments 
suspended in time when the whole 
truth can finally be told.

SYNOPSIS
PARIS-BRIANÇON
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Joseph Denize

Intertwining the universe of Joseph Conrad with the 
novels of H.P. Lovecraft, “I am the 
Darkness” describes Jan Kurtz’s long descent into hell 
in the very heart of Africa. A brilliant 
and diverting rewrite of “Heart of Darkness” paired 
with a literary homage to the father of 
“cosmic horror”.

I AM THE DARKNESS

Joseph Denize is a novelist and 
scriptwriter who is passionate about 
English literature and 
wrote his doctoral thesis on the 
creative imagination in the works of 
William Blake and 
James Joyce. He co-wrote two 
scripts for a short movie, Wait a 
Minute (1983), and a movie
(La Vie de Château). His first 
critically acclaimed novel, Quand 
on parle du Diable [When 
we speak of the Devil] was published 
in January 2020. Joseph Denize lives 
in Florence, Italy. 
I am the Darkness is his second book 
published in France.

O

RENTRÉE 2022
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In 1888 a trade agent by the name of 
Kurtz embarks on a journey to the Congo. His 
official mission is to write a report about the 
“philanthropic” dimension of colonialism. 
Leaving behind his fiancée Victoria, he hopes 
to make a fortune by plundering the ivory 
resources of this newly found African El 
Dorado in the name of the government. In 
Leopoldville he encounters Moreau, a French 
explorer, in whose company he subsequently 
embarks on a journey upriver on the Congo. 
After harrowing encounters with cruel local 
customs and colonialists behaving savagely 
with the natives, all that is still left of his 
philanthropic ideals vanishes irrevocably 
once he takes up his post in the heart of the 
forest. The tribe does not cooperate, the ivory 
takes time to arrive, and the three soldiers 
that are supposed to protect him overtake 
command of the outpost. Worn out and 
diminished by fever, his reason falters and he 
kills his compatriots in a fit of frenzy before 

SYNOPSIS

falling into an obscure shamanic trance. When he regains consciousness, the savages have consecrated 
him as a living God. Elated with his new status, Kurtz turns his back on Western civilization for good. 
But by chance, Moreau crosses his path again, pretending to have unveiled the mystery of the origins 
of life itself. He also shares an unspeakable truth, a secret kept by the forest since the dawn of mankind, 
which sheds a new light on Kurtz’s strange destiny. 

Joseph Denize was inspired to his novel upon re-reading Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. The 
famous sibylline and obscure words pronounced by colonel Kurtz at the moment of his death – “The 
horror, the horror” – made him wonder what Kurtz could have really experienced during his stay in 
the Congo. And this is what he tried to imagine by blending the horror of Joseph Conrad’s work with 
the concept of “cosmic horror” coined by H.P. Lovecraft, the father of the modern horror novel and 
another important literary influence on the author. Much more than a pastiche, this novel is an 
entertaining and imaginative literary homage that also explores the concept of barbarism and 
highlights the contiguity of the humane and the monstrous.

I AM THE DARKNESS
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Nicolas Geibel

What if one single picture would suffice to instill 
horror in people’s minds?
In this first hard-boiled novel brimming with an almost 
hypnotic suggestive power, Nicolas Geibel dazzles 
us with a unique and original universe.

THE CITY

icolas Geibel is an associate 
professor of German literature and 
civilization and teaches in the Paris 
region. Born in Frankfurt, Germany, 
he moved to France at the age of 
23 and chose French as the main 
language for his writing. 

N
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THE CITY

One morning, the first 
photograph appears on the sidewalk 
of the Rue Faidherbe in Paris. Just 
one glance at the picture and two 
passing freshmen scream out in fear, 
collapsing on the spot. Alarmed by 
the boys’ cries, passers-by rush to the 
scene and are seized by the same 
madness when they lay eyes on the 
unspeakable picture. A second 
photograph is mailed to the job 
centre. The secretary who opens the 
envelope is devastated by this 
inconceivable vision. Rapidly, an 
incontrollable fear spreads among 
the population. Julien and Pierre, 
Special Forces attached to the 
ministry, go about the case in their 
usual methodical way. But what they 
are up against goes far beyond the 

SYNOPSIS

usual kind of attacks that bereaved France of its citizens up until now. And can 
this kind of contagious horror be qualified as an attack properly speaking? 

The Town is written in the tradition of the American hard-boiled fiction, which 
inspires the dark and desperate atmosphere of the novel as well as its unflinching 
look on the failures of society. Nicolas Geibel retraces the ricochet effect of 
terrorism on the human psyche by highlighting the disintegration of social cohesion 
terrorism feeds off as well as the progressive dehumanization it gives rise to. 
Bordering on the Nouveau Roman, The Town unfolds its intrigue with chirurgical 
precision by omitting all feelings and moods of the characters. With its irresistible 
attraction, the violence of the images works like a black hole. 

A brilliant literary debut which delivers an uncompromising reflection on the 
nature of violence; a violence which is at the same time unintelligible, fascinating, 
endemic and capable of destroying all projects for a living together in peace.
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